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ABJSTRACT

k'.-latjv istic rieutyr'a particle beamis ( NIBs ) offev the -

p)otent i for- highly lethal space-based weapon systems and

decoy dliscrimiinator~s. These uses of NPI~s have motivated

ex r- -I h!of)CetL i r'alI arif] e x p r-i mentalI sI trid i es o f nega It Ii ye

ion siIc Negative ion sources ar-e divided into two

catei_,rves: s ur-face sour-ceS - Such as the Penning discharge,

and] N, I tme souirces - such1 as the magnetic mul ticusi)

(I i sfti,'' rye The negat. i e ion b~eamf r-equir-ed as input to a NI13B

s vs ti, .hlould be of' hi gh cur-rent arid low emi ttance. Sur-face

SOUV(It-M pr~oduce a hiigh currtent , high emi ttance, negative ion

beam; rt'ereas, volume sources produce a low current, low

em .1nincebeam. Due to the use of reactive elements, such as

ce~ i'inif) surtface source.(s, they have a much shorter useful

1 i rf'' i.i' thai vo Lume sources. Wvhi le curitrent limitations may

piwec Iude the use of voluime sources in NIT1 weapon SYS teniS

they ;ir r' excel[len t candidaites for use in N1,11 discriminiat ion

Ms-it .nris . Thus-, a t.ytpjcal vo Lumle sour-ce was chosen as tne

Up i,1 ,( ' I~h is thles is. -

Ti is Study co,(ns ide rs negative ion product ion in a

inagiielI ii' muulticusp ioin source. A self-consistent model based

onN: *~i I iniiomt-its of the BolItzmiann equation is presented.

The eIft;rtufri' of' t lie elvcIt ron energy d is triibut ion fion ita

Ma i, I i ini i ai Mlo discUMv;sed ;tiwt initpor-ated . The results

fi I -f iiiril f (r r-di s sctit rg f i cur ie its raix 9ing f iou I -l10t) A,

Vot utr si M ~i a rang ig t [oii I1- 10 0 mnTot-r- , arfid f or v o LtLa 9es

rnii , *r trii t - 10 U) V arrt- tom p~aril d t to vo vjout Ss I.tudieCs arnI
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p

used to formulate scaling laws. The scaling laws predicted

for the negative ion density are seen to be supported by

0 previous experimental observations. Finally, the scaling

laws are used to predict the optimum operating regime for a

magnetic multicusp ion source.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

0

The use of neutral particle beams in heating of fusion

plasmas and in weapons research has motivated considerable 
.

interest in the study of sources that produce beams of

negative ions with high brightness and low emmitance. One

such source of interest is the magnetic multicusp ion source.

Many experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted

Von this type of source in order to determine the processes "

involved in the volume production of negative hydrogen ions c--p

and in order to optimize the ion production. Before these

studies are discussed, a typical magnetic multicusp ion

source will be described.

.. The Magnetic Multicusp Ion Source

The magnetic multicusp ion source (MMIS) was originally

developed to improve the containment of a collisionless

quiescent plasma [1). A source of this type consists of a

metal container with some wire filaments on one wall (see ..

Fig. 1). The container is filled with low pressure H2 gas

(1-40 mTorr, typically) and a current is passed through the

filaments causing thermionic emission of electrons. The

filaments (cathode) are typically biased negative with

respect to the chamber walls (anode) in order to accelerate

the emitted electrons through the hydrogen gas, creating a

plasma.

What makes a MMIS special is that the outer walls of the
A41
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CHECKERBOARD CUSPS C7

LINEAR CUSPS

ADDITIONAL IFILTER' FIELD LINEA

DUE TO LINEAR CUSP MAGNETSCUP

/e

CHECKERBOARD CUSPS

Fig. 1 -Diagram of a typical magnetic multicusp
ion source with tandem filter. [4:215]
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chamber are covered by a checkerboard array of permanent

magnets. Without the magnets the electrons are quickly

accelerated into the walls of the chamber and lost from the

plasma. This results in a low ionization efficiency for the

electrons. With the magnets in place, a complex multipole

(or multicusp - hence, the name) magnetic field exists at

the wall. This field tends to reflect the energetic

electrons back into the plasma [2:1822]. Thus the ionization

efficiency of the electrons is improved. This can be

verified by looking at the electron containment time; it is

found [3] that with the magnets in place the containment time

is much improved.

It has been proposed that negative hydrogen ions are

produced by these energetic electrons in a two-step process

[5:223]. First, the energetic electrons (E > 20 eV) collide

with molecular hydrogen and electronically excite the

hydrogen. The excited hydrogen then undergoes an electronic-

vibrational transition, producing vibrationally excited

hydrogen. This vibrationally excited hydrogen then collides

with slow electrons (E < 2 eV). The electrons undergo
0

dissociative attachment onto the hydrogen, producing H-.

Thus we have the two processes:

ef as + H2 [X' II g %-v 0 ) 1 -. H2 [ B' V u C' 1r ,.. v ' I + e

Hz [XI V g(v" 1 + e + ht (1)

esn io + H2 (v") ( H- + H (2)

The negative ions produced can be lost through several
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processes which include detachment induced by energetic

electrons and mutual neutralization with positive ions. In

order to reduce losses caused by the energetic electrons, a

linear cusp of permanent magnets is added to the walls of the%

chamber, as shown in Fig. 1. These magnets introduce a sheet

of magnetic field into the plasma separating the discharge

region into two sections. The first is called the production

region and is adjacent to the filaments. In this region, the

energetic electrons produce the vibrationally excited H2 .

The neutral species and the thermal electrons then drift

across the magnetic field into the extraction region. It is

here that the dissociative attachment occurs. The energetic

electrons are unable to pass through the magnetic field;

hence the naming of this field as the filter field. A MMIS

-: with such a filter field is often referred to as a tandem

discharge.

Further optimization of a MMIS is the subject of several

studies that have been performed (2,6-9]. In particular,

much work has been concentrated on consistently modeling the

plasma discharge. Bretagne, et al, [10] numerically solved

the Boltizmann equation to calculate the electron energy

distribution function in the H2 discharge. This allowed them

to determine scaling laws for H- production in terms of

discharge current, discharge voltage, and neutral gas

pressure. These detailed calculations produced good

agreement with experimental data; however, they are very

tedious to perform.

Page 4
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Problem and Scope

The present study is concerned with a simplified

approach to modeling the magnetic multicusp H, discharge

using Maxwellian moments of the Boltzmann equation. A

preliminary study of this approach [11] has yielded results

consistent with both experimental data and detailed

theoretical calculations. This thesis takes a more self-

consistent approach towards modeling a MMIS using moment

equations. This approach will make it easier to determine

scaling laws for H- production in terms of the plasma
parameters, thus allowing the optimum operating regime of the U.

MMIS to be determined.

Approach

This research began with a compilation of the cross-

section data for the relevant processes within the hydrogen

discharge. This data was then transformed into average -q

collision rates (cm3 /sec) assuming a Maxwellian distribution.

Next, the density and energy moments of the Boltzmann
equation were developed with consideration to the plasma

chemistry. These time-dependent, coupled equations were then

solved numerically, yielding the time evolution of the

electron temperature and the densities of the electrons and

ions. The resulting data were compared to experimental and

theoretical data for verification of the model. Finally,

scaling laws with discharge parameters were determined.

Page 5
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CHAPTER II - THE MOMENT APPROACH

In this chapter, the reactive and non-reactive kinetics

of the hydrogen discharge will be presented. Based on the 3

identified processes, Maxwellian moments of the Boltzmann

equation will then be developed. Finally, the numerical

solution of the moment equations will be examined.

Processes Occurring in a Hydrogen Discharge

In considering the relevant reactions occurring in the

hydrogen discharge, it is necessary to look at production and

loss mechanisms for all of the species being considered. In

this study these species were: electrons (e), negative

hydrogen ions (H-), positive hydrogen ions (both H2 * and HI),

and vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules (H2(v)). In

addition, the electron temperature was modeled.

All of the reactions will be characterized by a rate

coefficient, Ri (E) (in cm3 /sec), that indicates the rate at

which the reaction proceeds for an interaction energy E.

Reaction rates are given by the expression

Ri (E) = (E) v(E) (3) N

where Ri is the reaction rate for process i, ai is the cross-

section for an interaction energy E for process i, and v is

the relative velocity of interaction written in terms of

energy. Since the reactions dealt with here are between ',
4'

electrons and heavier particles, it is assumed that the

interaction energy is simply the electron energy.

Page 6
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In using Maxwellian moments of the Boltzmann equation,

it will be necessary to use an average value for the reaction

rates, <Ri>. This averaging is done over a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution:

<Ri > U ai (E) v(E) fmB(E) dE (4)
no I.

with .

fmB(E) 2//a ne (To) 3' 2  iE e-9 / Te (5) '.

where Te is the electron temperature (in eV) and n. is the

electron density (in cm-3 ).

The cross-section data used for most of the reactions

considered in this paper are experimental. This prevented

the need to make complex theoretical calculations for this

-" moment approach. References to the source of cross-section

data is given in the form [data-XX:XXX] after the reaction is

introduced. For those cases that pre-calculated reaction

rate data is used, the reference is in the form [rate-

XX:XXXJ.

Production and loss of H-

It has been indicated [6:1247] that the primary produc-

tion mechanism for H- in a MMIS is through dissociative
-a

attachment of low energy electrons onto vibrationally excited

H2 . Another contributing process [12:L22] is the dissocia-

tive recombination of an electron onto Ht4 (in this study

Page 7 a.
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this will be called polarized dissociation to differentiate

it from dissociative recombination resulting in neutral

products). These two reactions can be written as:

Dissociative Attachment (att) [rate-13:918]

e + H2 (v) -i H + H- (6)

Polarized Dissociation (pdiss) [data-14:1572]

e + Ha* -4 H* + H- (7)

Four loss mechanisms of H- are considered. The first

three are collisional detachment processes [15:73]. These

are detachment by an electron, associative detachment with

atomic hydrogen, and detachment by atomic hydrogen. The

fourth process is mutual neutralization with H . These

reactions can be written as:

Electron Detachment (edet) [data-16:13471
-a.>i

e + H- 4 H + 2e (8)

Associative Detachment (adet) [rate-17:231]

.H +H- - e+ H2 (9)

Hydrogen Detachment (hdet) [rate-17:232]

H + H- 4 2H + e (10)

Mutual Neutralization (mneut) [data-18:437,19:L370]

H+  + H- H + H(I ).

These six reactions constitute the production and loss

mechanisms for H- ions that will be considered in this paper.

Page 8
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The cross-sections for Eqns. 7, 8, and 11 are shown in Fig.

kProduction and loss of electrons

Looking at the electron energy distribution function

(EEDF) for a typical MMIS, shown in Fig. 3 (from Bretagne, et

al ), it is seen that there are two distinct regions to the .

distribution. For low energies, the distribution is charac-

teristic of a Maxwellian distribution of electrons. For

higher energies, the distribution becomes non-Maxwellian.

This indicates that electrons in the discharge can be divided

into two species: fast electrons (E > 10 eV) and slow

electrons (E < 10 eV). In this study, the slow electrons

(which are dominant) are the species primarily considered.

The fast electrons are treated as a production mechanism for

the slow electrons, for vibrationally excited hydrogen, and p

for positive hydrogen ions. Handling the electrons in this

manner makes it possible to use Maxwellian moments of the

Boltzmann equation and get good results, even with the

distribution being non-Maxwellian. The fast electrons will

be treated in a later section. This section will deal with

the slow electrons only.

Slow electrons are produced through five reactions. The

first three are the detachment processes listed in the

previous section (Eqns. 8-10). The other two are ionization

Page 9
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reactions:

do

H: Ionization (h2ion) [data-20:1471]

H, + e 2 H+ + 2e (12)

H Ionization (hion) [data-21:1948,

H + e - H+ + 2e (13)

In addition to these reactions, slow electrons are

produced when the fast electrons undergo ionizing collisions.

This production term will be considered when the fast

electrons are studied.

Electrons are lost through five processes also. These

are dissociative attachment (Eqn. 6), polarized dissociation

(Eqn. 7), three-body recombination of both H* and H2+, and ',.

dissociative recombination. These last three reactions are

written:

Ha Recombination (h2rec)

H, + 2e -) H2 + e (14)

H4 Recombination (hrec)

H+ + 2e -t H + e (15)

Dissociative Recombination (drec) [data-22:2411 %

H2 + + e -4 H + H (16)

For the three-body recombination rates, the equation

given by Golant, et al, [23:68) was used. This equation is

<Rrec) > a e'0  no - 8. 75 x 10- 27 To- 4
.
5 no (17)

Page To 4 
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where a is a coefficient of the order of unity, e is the

electron charge, and m. is the electron mass.

The cross-sections for '7qns. 12, 13, and 16 are shown in

Fig. 4.

Production and loss of Ha+

Positive hydrogen ions are produced through two ioniza-

tion processes. The first is through ionization (Eqn. 12) by

the slow electrons. The second is through ionization caused

by the fast electrons. This second process will be consid-

ered in the section where fast electrons are dealt with.

The loss processes considered for H2+ are dissociative

recombination (Eqn. 16), polarized dissociation (Eqn. 7), and

three-body recombination (Eqn. 14).

Production and loss of H *

Positive ions of atomic hydrogen are produced through

the processes of ionization (Eqn. 13) and polarized dissocia-

tion (Eqn. 7). They are lost through three-body recombina-

tion (Eqn. 15) and mutual neutralization (Eqn. 11). .

Production and loss of vibrationally excited H2

Vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules are produced

through E-V processes, as was indicated in Chapter I. It has

been determined through isotope studies [6:1247] that vibra-

tional levels with 6 < v > 10 are the primary contributors

to the production of H- through dissociative attachment in a

Page 13
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MMIS. These levels are populated by fast electrons electroni-

cally exciting H2 and then the hydrogen undergoing radiative

relaxation into a vibrationally excited state (Eqn. 1)

(24:51]. A typical vibrational distribution is shown in Fig.

5. It is seen that these levels lie along a plateau of the

distribution, indicating that the vibrational densities for

levels 6 to 10 are approximately equal. If the average

reaction rates for dissociative attachment are now looked at

(see Fig. 6), it is seen that the reaction rate increases for

increasing vibrational level. Combining a knowledge of the

vibrational distribution with the average reaction rates for

dissociative attachment it is apparent that only the vibra-

tional levels between 6 and 10 should contribute, as was

indicated.

For this work a representative population H2(v), which

represents an average value for the vibrational densities

between v=6 and v=10, is used. In addition, for the average

reaction rate for dissociative attachment, the average for

the reaction rates between v=6 and v=10 is used.

The electronic excitations used to populate this average

vibrational level are:

e + H2 (X) - e + Hz(B''Iu) [data-25:15111 (18)

e + H2 (X) - e + H2(B"' 'u) [daLa-25:1511] (19)

e + H2 (X) -4 e + H2 (D' 1t) [data-25:1511] (20)

e + H 2IX) e + H2 (D'IU ) [data-25:15111 (21)

e + H2(X) - e + H2 (E-F'1°g) [data-25:1511] (22)

Page 15
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e + H2 (X) -4 e + H 2 (a'V ) [data-26:1886] (23)

e + Hz(X) -4 e + H2(b3 .) [data-26:18861 (24)

e + H2(X) - e + H2(c 3l) [data-26:1886] (25)

It is assumed in this work that each of these excitations

will proceed to relax into a vibrational state, producing

H2 (v). The cross-sections for these reactions are given in

Fig. 7. The choice of which electronic excitations -o use

was guided by the work of Bretagne, et al [10:814].

Vibrationally excited hydrogen is considered to be lost

through three processes in this study. It is lost through

dissociative attachment, through wall collisions, and through

vibrational-translational (V-T) relaxation.

V-T relaxation is given by the reaction (27:4]

H2(v) + H -4 H 2 (v=0) + H (26)

The rate coefficient for the v=1 x=0 reaction is given by

[27:41

<RVT> 1.5 x 0- 1o e "
1603

' ' Tg cm3 /sec (27)

where Tg is the gas temperature in eV. Gorse, et al, say

that the rate coefficients for higher vibrational levels have

a V3 dependence at low gas temperature, and are linear with v

at high gas temperature. In this study, a gas temperature of

about 450 K was used, thus the linear dependence of <RT> was

assumed. Since levels between 6 and 10 are considered, <RvT>

given in Eqn. 27 was multiplied by the average value of v,

i.e.- by a factor of 8.
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For wall losses of Ht(v), it was assumed that 10

collisions with the walls were necessary to bring the excited

hydrogen back to the v:0 state. The frequency of wall

collisions can be written (assuming free-flight to the wall)

as the ratio of H2 velocity to the average distance to the
wall, or, in terms of the gas temperature, ,

Vv Ibw ,a 1 1.56 x 106 PTj72 (28)
L I

where L is the average distance to the walls of the

discharge. Thus the frequency of loss of vibrationally

excited hydrogen to the walls is vi bvwatl /i0. a-

The fast electrons Z

%.r

It has already been indicated that the electron distri- S

bution can be divided into two distinct portions. The low

energy part of the distribution can be approximated by a

Maxwellian distribution of electrons. In this part of the

distribution, the electrons are dominated by electron-elec-

tron collisions and a thermal distribution exists. The high

energy portion of the distribution is where electron-neutral

collisions dominate.

The problem is in how to approximate the high energy

tail of the distribution. These high energy electrons are

produced by electrons being thermionically emitted from the

filaments in the discharge. These emitted electrons then

undergo ionizing collisions in the plasma producing high -.

energy, or secondary, electrons, and positive hydrogen ions.

Page 19



The strength of the source (number of secondary electrons

produced per second per unit volume) is given by

SO I V (29)
e V1 2 E.

where I is the discharge current, Vol is the plasma volume, V S

is the discharge voltage, and El is the ionization energy for

H2(in Volts). It is assumed that each emitted electron will

have an ionizing collision with H2 , producing H2+ and a
'-a

secondary electron. With this assumption, the classical .-

Thomson theory of ionization is used to determine the

distribution of secondary electrons. According to this

theory (see Appendix A) the secondary electron distribution

is given by

ftbon(E) = Ei (1 + Et/V) 0 < E < V (30)
(E + Et )2

4J-.

To determine the actual tail of the EEDF, a balance between

the source production and collisional and wall losses is

considered. If ftai (E) is the distribution of fast elec-

trons, vcoi, (E) is the rate of electron impact collision, and .16

t~wa, (E) is the rate of loss of electrons to the walls, then

we have the balance

So ft o (E) + T'(E) ( (31)

VC 0 1 ( E ) ft a ( E ) + 1/wa ( E ) ft a i ( E

or

ftaii (E) So ft bo,(E) + 11'(E) 0 < E < V-Ei (32)
1'coI I (E) + t'wal 1 (E)
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with

Vco 1(E) = no 1i [C (E) v(E)] (33)

1 (E) = no Z, [a' (E+Ei ) v(E+Ei ) ft@ii (E+Ei)] (34)

and [10:813]

lwaI (E) = v(E) A/Voi (1 - Vp/E)/4 (35)

where no is the neutral number density, the summation is over

all of the electron collisional processes, v(E) is the

electron velocity in terms of energy, Ei is the threshold

energy for process i, ' represents the production of a fast

electron at an energy of E due to losses from the distribu-

tion at higher energies, A is the effective wall loss area of

the MMIS chamber (which takes into account the magnetic

shielding of the walls), and Vp is the plasma potential.

This is the distribution that will be used in this study for

the tail of the EEDF.

If the probability of an electron not undergoing a wall

collision before it has the chance to undergo any other type

of collision is given by [11:22]

P(E) = 1 - l'waII (E) (36)
Vco .I (E) + vwaIl (E)

then the tail distribution can be written

ftaii (E) = 92_P(E) ft0o (E) + P(E) N' (E) (37)
Vco* , (E)

The total EEDF is assumed to be the superposition of the
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Maxwellian distribution and the modified Thomson distribu-

tion. This superposition comes from being able to consider

00 the electrons as composing two distinct species. In addi-

tion, since number density distributions and not probability

distributions are being used, the algebraic addition of the

two distributions will give us the total distribution:

f(E) f,,(E) + ftai! (E) (38)

This distribution is graphed in Fig. 8 (same conditions as in

Fig 3). On comparison to Fig. 3, it is seen that approxi-

mating the tail of the distribution as a modified Thomson

distribution does a good job of representing the EEDF.

For most of the calculations (e.g., the rate coeffi-

cients), only the Maxwellian portion of the distribution will

be considered. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the tail of the

distribution is several orders of magnitude lower than the

Maxwellian portion. The tail of the distribution becomes

important for the E-V processes that produce H2 (v), since it

is the high energy electrons that need to be considered.

Thus, for the electronic excitations producing H2 (v) we have

<R i c> : S ai (E) v(E) ftai (E) dE (39)
ft ai i (E) dE

We have now dealt with the production and loss of all of

the species that are relevant to this study. In addition, we

have considered how the fast electrons will enter into the

calculations. At this point we will discuss the moment

"-.. equations that describe a MMIS.
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Fig. 8 - P.FDF valculated using F(In. 38 for a 40
m~rorr, 90 V, 10 A discharge with 56% dissociation.
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The Maxwellian Moments of the Boltzmann Equation

In this study we are concerned with modeling the

electron density, the ionic densities, and the electron

temperature. To do this, the density moments for the

electrons and ions and the energy moment for the electrons

will be needed. First we start with the basic moment

equations of the Boltzmann equation:

Density Moment (Continuity Equation) [31:281

8N + 8_(N vi) = Sc(ii (40)
at Oxi

Energy Moment [31:42]

L_(1/2 N m vj vj) + 8(1/2 N m <wj wj>) =
at at

- _ (1/2 N m vi <wj wj >) - (/2 N m vi vi vj)
Oxi Oxi

- __(1/2 N m <wj wj wj>) - _(N M <wi wj > vj)
axi axi .

+ N <Fi ui > + Ecoi1 (41)

where N is the species density, vi is the average directed

velocity of the species, m is the mass of the species, wi is

the thermal velocity of the species, ui vi + wi , F1 is

the external force acting on the species, Scoll and Ec0 1l

represent the change in density and energy, respectively, due

to collisions, angled brackets represent an average over the

distribution, and summation over repeated indices is assumed.

For this work a Maxwellian distribution is assumed. The

densities are assumed to be uniform and isotropic over the
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plasma volume. For a MMIS this uniformity is achieved by the

magnets shielding the walls. It is also assumed that Fi 0.

We are considering the source electrons to be part of Scoi_

and Ecoii instead of producing an electric field. Also, the

magnetic field on the walls is considered to only effect the

area of possible wall loss of electrons.

Consider first the continuity equation. For an iso-

tropic distribution vi = 0. Therefore the continuity

equation becomes

8N (Scoi (42)
at 'I

I.

Sce{i for the various species is all that needs to be

determined for the density moments. The continuity equations

for all of the species in the plasma can now be written:

-

an- Sco'i,, - (43)

at

8ne : Sco , a e(44)
at

an, Scoi i, 1 2t (45)

at

an .. Sc o i , (46)
at

any Scol I , 12( V) (47)
at

where n- is the H- density, no is the H2 * density, na, is the

H* density, and n, is the H2 (v) density.

Since the distribution of slow electrons is Maxwellian,

the energy equation can also be much simplified. Note that

Pag 2
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1/2 m <wi wi > 3/2 T. With this substitution Eqn. 41 can
.4i

be written (still noting that vi = 0)

8-(N 3/2 T.) - 8( 1/2 N m <wi wj wj>) + Ecoai (48) .
at at

To simplify the equation further the first term on the right

hand side needs to be looked at. This term is

C.'

<wi wj wj> I/N J w wj wi fxs(ui) dui (49)

fm.(ui ) dui is an even function of wi , therefore the

integrand of Eqn. 49 is seen to be an odd function of wi and

Eqn. 49 is identically equal to zero for a Maxwellian A.

distribution. Finally, we have (letting <E> 3/2 To) v

8 (ne <E)) = Eco, (50) %
at

As in the density equation, only Ecoti needs to be determined

in order to solve the energy equation.

The density equation collision terms.

Looking at the plasma reactions involving H- we see that

the collision term for negative ions is given by (the angle

brackets on the rate coefficients are left off for ease of

expression)

A.
Scoi i n ntnyRatt + nen. RPdi on - a nR s a

-non-Rodet -nun-Radet nmn-Rbdet (51)

For electrons we have
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Sco 0 o = So < P) + no no Rh2 e a + flo no Rh I *o, - fleflyRa t

non fflRPdi 9 - non#lRh2 r ec - flefnluRbr ac

+ nen..Redtt + fi-flRadot - flonlRdroc + nhn-Rbdes

(52)

Where <P> is the average probability of a fast electron not

undergoing a wall collision before it has a chance to undergo

any impact collision. It is defined by

<P I P(E) fthom(E) dE (53)

where P(E) was defined in Eqn. 36, and ftbos(E) was defined

in Eqn. 30.

The collision term for H21 is

Sco, o-2# So <P) + neno Rhz iki - nen+Rdrc

-(

- nen, Rpd is - nonRbzrc (54)

The collision term for H* is

Scoii , o nenRheo + nn# Rpd t - nh neRbrec c

nusn- unout(55)

The collision term for Ho(v) is

Sa o 0 1 1 .8 ( v ) r no I Re i eic - fle f Ra t t v fl v 1 b w a I I / 10

< nnvRvT (56)

where R(iE) is given by Eqn. 39, and nf is given by

The collision (rE)for H57 i
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and represents the total number of fast electrons.

The energy equation collision term

The collision term of the energy equation must take into

account everything that will cause the slow electrons to gain

or lose energy. The only energy production mechanism in the

system is the source. Superelastic collisions were ignored

in this study since several sources [32:1203,11:221 indicated

that they have little effect on the average energy and

electron density. Energy is lost through electronic excita-

tions, through vibrational excitations, through ionization,

in recombination processes, in detachment processes, and

through momentum transfer. Thus the collision term in the

energy equation can be written as

Ec i i : <Es >So <P> - neno I E IecRei ec - ntnoEvi bRui b

- n noEh2 i onR,2,i oa - nensEhi o.aR,, oa

- nen+ <E Rdrec (E)> - nen+ E Rb2rec (E)>

- n , <E Rhr e c ( E) > - ne nv <E Rat t (E) >

- nen-<E Red t (E)> - n-no<E Rbdet (E)>

- n-na<E Radet (E)> - 2(me/M)neno<E Rut (E)>
(58)

;,here <Es> is the average energy of the source and is defined

by

<Es> E _EP(E) fthoa(E) dE (59)
f P(E) ftios(E) dE

Ei is the threshold energy for process i and M is the mass of

H% . The subscript vib refers to the excitation of H2 fromA.
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the v=O state to the v=l state. The subscript at refers to

the momentum transfer reaction. For the energy equation,

Rei.e is averaged over the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,

and not the modified Thomson distribution, since the slow %

electrons are being considered.

It should be noted that in Eqn. 58 the recombination and
*0

detachment terms are averages of the rate coefficients

multiplied by the electron energy. As a simplification for

this model, this average will be approximated by the average

electron energy times the average reaction rate. This will

result in a slightly less accurate electron energy, but it "0

will reduce the computations needed. Thus the energy equa-

tion collision term actually used in the calculations in this

study is

Ec ol = <Es >So <P> - neno I Eei ec Re I - nenoEvi bRvi b

- nenoEh2i o.Rb: i o - nenaEi omRhi a.

- nen,<E><Rdrec(E)> - nen+<E><Rbzrec (E)>

- neno+<E><Rh rec(E)> - ne nv<E><Rat (E)>

- nen-<E><Rdet(E)> - n-n,<E><Rbdet(E)>

- n-nu<E><Ra de t(E)> - 2(me/M)neno<E>Rt (60)

Solution of the Coupled Moment Equations

An analytic solution of the moment equations is not

possible due to the experimental nature of the cross-section

data. It was, therefore, necessary to solve the equations

numerically. A complete description of the numerical tech-
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niques used and a listing of the actual computer code are %

included in Appendix B. In this section only a brief summary

of the solution process will be presented.

The equations are solved by using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg

method of orders 4 and 5 [29:129-147]. This is an adaptive

routine and is stable for mildly stiff systems of differen-

tial equations. The average rate coefficients as a function

of the average electron energy are stored in the program in

look-up tables. These tables were calculated using cross-

section data and integrating (using an adaptive quadrature

routine [30:174-175]) over either fxa or ftaii•

The program proceeds until a steady state

(mathematically determined by the time derivatives in the ""

moment equations equaling zero) is determined to be achieved

or until a set time is reached (typically 20 msec), whichever

comes first. "I

In the next chapter the results of this model are

compared to various experimental and theoretical calcula-

tions.

P
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CHAPTER III - RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter the results of the model presented in

17 the previous chapter will be discussed and compared to other

experimental and theoretical work. Scaling laws with the

discharge parameters will then be presented. These laws will

then be used to estimate the best operating conditions for a

MMIS.

Comparison of Model to Previous Work

For a preliminary consistency check of the moment model,

the output was compared to the theoretical calculations of

Bretagne, et 31, [101, and the experimental data of P~alat,

et al, (33] for a pressure of 40 mTorr, a discharge voltage

of 90 V, a plasma potential of 2 V, and 56% dissociation of

4 41, H2 into H. The discharge currents considered were 1-10 A.

Table I presents the results obtained.

The electron temperature and electron density

calculations are very good for the current range considered.

In fact, they are generally better predictions of the
"4

experimental data than Bretagne's work. The ratio of n-/n.,

on the other hand, is as much as an order of magnitude off

from the experimental data. This is probably due to my

treatment of the vibrational population density. The use of

a representative population, instead of using the full set of

vibrational master equations, causes a loss of information.

This loss of information results in the negative ion density

calculation being an order of magnitude estimate.
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TABLE I

Comparison of Discharge Parameters

40 mTorr, 90 V, 56% dissociation, Vp 2 V
T 450 K, Vol = 10 1, A =700 cm2 , L = 14.3 cm

(a) Present work (b) Experiment [33] (c) Theory [10]

I(A) Te (eV) n. (10''cm-3 ) n-/ne (10-3)

I *43a 43b 32c 2 .5 a 1 . 7b 1 .9C .6 5a 7 .Q0b 7 Qc P

3 .50 .65 .42 4.1 5.7 3.8 1.8 4.0 4.1 ,

10 .62 .85 .59 7. 1 9.8 6.7 4.8 - -- 2.7

TABLE II

Comparison at Low Pressure

2 mTorr, 50 V, 5 A, .4% dissociation, Vp 1.15 V
Tg =450 K, Vol = 8.8 1, A = 830 cm2 , L =14.3 cm

(a) Present work (b) Experiment [241 (c) Theory [24]

ne(101 0 CM-3 ) Te(eV) n-(109cm-3 ) n-/ne(10-3 )

(a) 26.30 .748 20.12 76. 52

(b) 1.1-3.4 .75 3.2 94.1-290.9

(c) 3.43 .40 2.3 67.1
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It is seen from Table I that the present model predicts

that the ratio of n-/n. will increase with current, whereas

both Pdalat and Bretagne show a decrease with current. This

discrepancy can be partially accounted for by the fact that a

dissociation of 56% was used at all currents. It will be

shown later that the negative ion density is inversely

proportional to the atomic hydrogen density. As the current

is increased, you have a larger electron density with which

H2 can be dissociated. Therefore, at higher currents, the

dissociation should be larger and the total negative ion

density should decrease. For a fixed dissociation, however, 9b

it will later be seen that the behavior this model predicts

has been experimentally observed.

The model was also compared to the work of Gorse, et al,

[24] at a pressure of 2 mTorr, a voltage of 50 V, a current

of 5 A, a plasma potential of 1.15 V, and a dissociation of

.4%. The results of this comparison are presented in Table

II.

The moment model has predicted the electron temperature

extremely well. The electron density and negative ion

density calculations, however, are both off by an order of

magnitude. The error in the electron density calculation is

most likely due to the fact that wall-losses were ignored in

the electron continuity equation. For the data in Table II,

a plasma potential of 1.15 V was used, compared to 2 V for

the data in Table I. At this lower plasma potential, more of

the slow electrons can overcome the potential barrier and be
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lost to the walls. This increased wall-loss could possibly

explain why the observed electron density is lower than

calculated by this model. The negative ion density being an

order of magnitude too high is then due directly to no being

an order of magnitude too high, since n- (E ne.

With fairly good success of the model for various values

of the discharge parameters, the code was then run over the

pressure, voltage, and current parameter spaces. The results

of these runs were used to determine scaling laws.

Scaling Laws with Discharge Parameters

The scalings of the various particle species are

determined by looking at the steady state solutions of the

moment equations. These solutions are given by the following

coupled set of equations:

n- = ne nv R t, t + non+Rpdi q,. (60)
noR..vt + neRedot + nh(Radot + Rdet 

ne = Sp<P> + n-ngRadet + n-noRkdet (61)x

X = nvRa t + n+ (Rpdi s a + Rh2 r e c + Rd rc ) + na+ Rbr ec

- noRb2i oa - naRbi o - n-Re det

n+ = So <P> + nenoRh on (62)
ne (Rdrec + Rb2rec + Rpdi s )

no# = n. (noRhi oq + n.Ryd1  s (63)
neRbrec + n-Rmseut

nv nftno I Re 1e (64)
ne Ra tt + nuRVT + lVvi b.21 1 /10

By looking at the relative magnitudes of the various

terms in the above equations it is possible to determine the
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dominant processes in the steady state. Using the data from

running the code between 20-100 V, 1-100 A, 1-100 mTorr, and

56% dissociation, it was found that the densities are given

by

n- nenvRatt P > 4 mT (65)
neRa det

ne n+ :(s <P> (66)

n -= n, Rpdi*A (67)
n-Rm.eut

nv= nfno I ReI ec (68)
neRatt + nIRvT + Vvi bwal 1 /10

As indicated, Eqn. 65 is only valid if the pressure, P,

is greater than, or about, 4 mTorr. For pressures lower than

this, Eqn. 65 will produce an answer with about 12% error.

To be more accurate, the polarized dissociation and mutual

neutralization terms of Eqn. 60 must be retained. This

indicates that at lower pressures, polarized dissociation and

mutual neutralization start becoming the dominant production

and loss mechanisms for negative hydrogen ions. Thus we have

n- = nen#Rpdi s3  P < 4 mT (69)
nls+R oe ut

If the current is greater than 40 A and the pressure is

less than 10 mTorr, then Eqn. 68 can be simplified to

nv = nffno I Re q c I > 40 A (70)
neRatt + tvvi b wal /10 P < 10 mT

Using Eqns. 65-70 it will be possible to elucidate
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scaling laws with respect to the discharge parameters.

Scaling with current

We will first determine how the electron density scales

with current, using Eqn. 66. By refering to Eqns. 53, 36,

35, 33, and 30 it is seen that <P> is independent of current.

Also, the rate of dissociative recombination is independent

of current if you assume that the electron temperature is

constant. Eqn. 29 shows that the source strength is directly

proportional to the current; therefore, we have

ne (I 1 /2 (71)

In Fig. 9, a graph of ne as a function of current is

given. From the graph it is obvious that the scaling given

by Eqn. 71 is valid for the model. This scaling was also

found by Bailey and Jones [11:21].

To determine the scaling of the vibrational population

with current we must first see how nf scales with current.

The fast electrons will scale the same as ftaii with respect

to the discharge parameters (see Eqn. 57). Refering to Eqn.

32 and ignoring the ,' term, it is seen that ftai is

directly proportional to current. Likewise, nf will be

directly proportional to the current. Re ie and Ratt are

both independent of current; therefore, using Eqn. 70 and

ignoring the wall-loss term, we find

nv E 11/2 (72)
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Fig. 9 - Electron density as a function of
tfor a 40 mTorr, 90 V, 56%

dissociation discharge.
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Fig. 10 - Vibrational population as a function of
discharge current for the same conditions as in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10 is a graph of nv as a function of current and shows

the dependence given by Eqn. 72.

With a knowledge of how no and n, scale with current it

is possible to determine how the negative ion density scales

with current. Again assuming that rates are constant and

assuming that n, is independent of current (we will show

this shortly), both Eqn. 65 and Eqn. 69 give

n- I (73)

This scaling is seen to hold in Fig. 11, and is verified

experimentally by York, et al [35:682] and Bacal, et al

[36:23].

Using the scalings for the electron density and the

negative ion density, Eqn. 67 indicates that n, should be

constant with respect to current changes. Fig. 12 is a

graph of no* versus current; the density is fairly constant

for currents above 10 A. Below 10 A, the inconsistency is

due to the fact that the no+ density had not reached a true

steady state when the code output the density. This will be

seen when the time evolution of the densities is considered

later. The rest of the calculations will not be affected by

this lack of steady state since none of the other densities

depend on nl, .

Using Eqns. 71 & 73 it is possible to find the scaling

for the ratio of negative ions to electrons. This ratio is

important in the extraction of negative ions since a large

population of electrons extracted with the negative ions
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degrades the quality of the ion source output (34:561. The

ratio scales as

n- C I '/ (74) -A
no 0,

A graph of this ratio is seen in Fig. 13, confirming the p

given current scaling.

Next, the scaling of the densities with respect to

pressure needs to be examined.

Scaling with pressure

If it is assumed that <P> and the rate coefficients are

independent of pressure, then Eqn. 66 indicates that the

electron density should be independent of pressure. Fig. 14,

which is a graph of no as a function of pressure, shows that

the electron density is basically independent of pressure.
%

The slight increase with pressure that is seen is due to the %

fact that <P> is weakly dependent on pressure (see Fig. 15), .,

'

since vcoii is a function of pressure.
.4

In order to determine the pressure scaling of nv, we

have to look at the scaling of nt with pressure. Eqn. 32
4"

indicates that the tail of the distribution scales as

(P + k)-', where k is a constant, and, thus, nt scales the '4

same. Since no is proportional to pressure, and assuming

that no is independent of pressure, we get

n, CC P (75) .4

P + k
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Fig. 13 - The ratio n-/n, as a function of
discharge current for the same conditions as in
Fig. 9.
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Fig. 14 -Electron density as a function of gas
pressure for a 90 V, 1 A, 56% dissociation
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Fig. 15 - <P> as a function of gas pressure for the
same conditions as in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 16 - Vibrational population as a function of
gas pressure for the same conditions as in Fig. 14.
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Thus for low pressures the vibrational density should be

roughly proportional to pressure and it should saturate at

higher pressures. The vibrational density versus pressure is

shown in Fig. 16 and it is seen to basically follow the

scaling of Eqn. 75.

With the pressure scalings for ne and nv it is now easy

to determine how the negative ions will scale with pressure

in this model. Since ne a P we have, using Eqn. 65,

n- 1 (76)
P+ k

Fig. 17 demonstrates this scaling for the negative ions. For

high pressure the density is inversely proportional to P, and

for low pressures signs of saturation are evident. Actually,

the curve in Fig. 17 has a maximum at about 2 mTorr. This

maximum has been experimentally observed by Bacal, et .1

[36:22]. The maximum appears to occur from the change in the

negative ion production and loss mechanisms. This is

represented mathematically by the change from Eqn. 65 to Eqn.

69 at these low pressures.

Using Eqns. 67 & 76 it appears that the H* density

should be given by

no, C P (77) 4

Looking at Fig. 18, this scaling does not seem to hold.

However, as was mentioned earlier, the H' density had not

reached a steady state value at the time of output from the

code, so the above scaling should not be expected to hold for N
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Fig. 17 -Negative ion density as a function of gas
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the data presented.

Finally, the ratio of negative ions to electrons is

expected to follow the same scaling as for n- (Eqn. 76).

This is confirmed in Fig. 19.

Next, we will determine the scaling with discharge

voltage.

Scaling with voltage

The electron number density voltage scaling is due to

the scaling of the source strength. From Eqn. 29, it is seen

that So is directly proportional to V. Thus we expect to

have

ne M V '2 (78)

The electron density as a function of discharge voltage is

graphed in Fig. 20. The curve in this figure follows the

scaling of Eqn. 78 only approximately. Eqn. 78 should only

be used as an indication that the electron density is a

slowly increasing function of discharge voltage.

If we assume Eqn. 78 is valid in order to analyze the
S

voltage scaling of the rest of the species, then we need to

find the scaling of nf with voltage to see how the
.5

vibrational population scales. From Eqn. 32, we find that '

ftai i , and hence, nf , is directly proportional to the

voltage. Combining this with Eqn, 78, we get that nv scales

as

'.5. nv 0 VI,' 2 (79)
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Fig. 21 shows n versus voltage. This graph is roughly

represented by Eqn. 79.

Using Eqn. 65 and incorporating Eqns. 78 & 79, we find

that

n- T V (80)

The actual scaling is shown in Fig. 22. This graph basically

validates Eqn. 80. The scaling given by this equation has

been experimentally shown to exist by Leung, et al [9:3651.

In that study, it was found that the negative ion density was

directly proportional to voltage up to around 120 V, at which

point it saturates.

The scaling of the ratio n-/ne is found from Eqns. 78 &

80 to be "

A. N

n- [ V1I2 (81) "'
ne .4

4%

This ratio is graphed in Fig. 23. As with the rest of the

voltage scalings, Eqn. 81 only approximately duplicates the

behavior that the computer code indicates exists. Part of

the differences between these equations and what is

calculated is that <P> is a slowly varying function of V (see

Eqns. 35 & 30).

From Eqn. 67, we see that the H* density should be

independent of the discharge voltage. Fig. 24 indicates that

this is not the case. However, the fact that the curve in

Fig. 24 is dependent on the voltage is due to na. not yet

reaching a steady state, as indicated earlier.
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.,

Up to this point, we have discussed the scalings of the

species densities with respect to the discharge parameters.

Next, we will determine how the electron temperature varies

with the discharge parameters.

Electron temperature scaling

Using the energy equation (Eqn. 60) in a steady state

and only considering the dominant terms, we find that the

electron temperature is given by the balance

<Esgo<P>= n noEvi bRa b + nen+<E>Rdrec (82)

+ 2(me/M)neno<E>R.t

The relative strengths of the terms on the right-hand

side of this equation vary depending upon the specific a'-

current, pressure, and voltage range the source is being run

in. In general, for currents less than 10 A and pressures

greater than 10 mTorr, the momentum transfer term will

dominate over the recombination term. For higher currents

and lower pressures the reverse is true. For all values of
-

the discharge parameters, the vibrational term is the

largest, representing anywhere from 50% to 90% of the total

contribution from the right-hand side. Since this is true,

we will ignore both the momentum transfer term and the

recombination term in order to make it easier to see how the

electron temperature scales with the discharge parameters.

In this case, Eqn. 82 reduces to

<Es >So<P> =n non Evi b Rv i b (83)
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We will now make the assumption that

bRvi b -, Roe-go/T e (84)

This assumption should be valid since the electron S.

temperature is in the neighborhood of Evib. The constants Ro

and Eo are determined by fitting Rvi b to Eqn. 84. Using Eqn.

84 in Eqn. 83, we get

1 ln [(nenoEvi bRo )/(<Es>S 0 <P>)l (85)
To Eo

We know how all of the terms in Eqn. 85 scale with the

discharge parameters, so we find that

1 M In P (86)
To (I V)1/ 2

Figs. 25-27 show the electron temperature data as functions

of current, pressure, and voltage, respectively. It is seen

that Eqn. 86 is a good representation for what is observed.

Summary of Scaling Laws

The scaling laws in terms of pressure, current, and

voltage are given by

n- C: I V (87)
P + k "

no CE (I V)1/2 (88)

nv C: (I V)1/2 P (89) '-
P + k

no + : P (90)
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and

n- (E (I V) / (100)
ne P + k

where k is a constant that depends on the gas temperature,

the plasma volume, the effective wall loss area, the plasma A

potential, and the reaction rates for the electronic

excitations. These proportionalities, in addition to Eqn.

86, give a means to optimize the production of negative

hydrogen ions in a MMIS, with respect to the discharge

parameters.

The Optimal Operating Regime for a MMIS

Using the scaling laws predicted by this model, it is

easy to determine for which values of the discharge

parameters the efficiency of a magnetic multicusp ion source

can be optimized. To maximize the production of negative

ions, the discharge parameters must be chosen so as to

maximize Eqn. 87. It is obvious that this will be for a high

current, high voltage, low pressure source. For voltage and

current, however, there are optimum values. As it was

mentioned earlier, the negative ion density actually

saturates for a voltage around 120 V. This then represents

the voltage limit for efficient operation. The optimum value

for the pressure was found to be between 2 and 4 mTorr.

In addition to Eqns. 86-100 being useful for determining .

the optimum operating regime for a generic MMIS, they should
.,.

be useful to the experimentalist in the optimization of his
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ion source. He can normalize the above equations to his

specific source and see how variations in the discharge

parameters will effect his source operation.

Temporal Evolution of Parameters

Before concluding, it is worth mentioning how the

densities and electron temperature evolve with time. For a

40 mTorr, 90 V, 1 A discharge most of the species reach a

pseudo-steady state within about 2 msec (see Figs. 28-33).

For the H* density this is not true (Fig. 33); it has not

reached a steady state after 20 msec (at which point the code

was stopped). Since the H+ density never truly reached a

steady state, the scalings developed above are not exactly

seen from the data. None of the other parameters being

measured are dependent upon no+, so the fact that it has not

reached steady state does not affect the other calculations.
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CHAPTER IV - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

This study has developed a method to model a magnetic

mulicusp ion source using self-consistent Maxwellian moments

of the Boltzmann equation. The departure from a Maxwellian

electron distribution was considered and incorporated into

the model by modifying the high energy tail of the

distribution using the classical theory of ionization. The

distribution tail so derived is found to scale as the ratio

of current to pressure, as was previously seen from the

complete solution of the Boltzmann equation (10:819-820].

A numerical comparison of the results of this model to

previous experimental and theoretical work show that they are

in fairly good agreement. The most useful result from this
.1~.

work, however, is the determination of how the various

species' densities scale with the discharge parameters.

The scaling laws obtained from this model are supported

by several experimental and theoretical studies. In

particular, the experimentally observed scaling of negative

hydr,4,-n ions with currnt, pressure, and voltage have been

prei(J .td by this model. With these scaling laws it has been

deterini ned that for the most efficient production of negative

hyd -g,-r ils, the di M.harge should be run at high currents,

pr,'.sr 'es around 2-4 inrorr, and voltages around 100-120 V.
'

'ie io sling laws allow tiegative ion source users to determine

how to vary the discharge parameters most efficiently to
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optimize their sources.

Using this model it has been found that negative

hydrogen ions are produced through dissociative attachment

onto vi bi-ationial ly exci ted hydrogen arid lost through

asvciative detachment (at the degree of dissociation

cons idoered). Slow electrons are produced through ionization

by fas-t electrons and lost through dissociative recombiniation

W ith 1l2

H ie above resul1ts have a po0si tive impact on the use of a

MMIS in a nieutial p1arti(!le beam ( NPB3) weapon system. Thle low

pressuiire operation ind(Iicates that the negative i-on beam will

have a low emittance, which is highly desired. Also, the low

pressure operation will simplify the construction of a space-

worthy- system. If it is assumed that the discharge current

is aro)und 1000 A, as in Holmes' source at Cuiham Laboratory

[ 5 ], t hi~n i t i s seen thatst the power requi red for- con t inuous

o pett i on i s a round 100(J k W. De penrd ing up1on the projcted

duty cycle, this power requirement could be substantially

r,9lur-(-' T he size of Hlmifes ' source is 55 x 31 x 20 cm3

etisi ly ;Iinil 1 I'oUgh that all of the size limitations in a NPB

systoem w ill be i mposed upon the accelerator anid niot the ion

0o te' 1 . Trhus , it is apparent that a MMI S will make an

eff it ienu ion source for, a space-based NIT weap)on system.

('wn11pari son to at t.ypiral surface ion source, the Penini ng

di,-o:,i ge, sho)ws hilt., While hav1'ing at lower niegative i'i

('! mmI lhe M%! S Ila, it I uwer rimmitI mine. For inst nce ft

II l' i rig dI ~uie I)! S)] ' .37 :S80 iti~l~~
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current of 140-180 mA with an emittance of about .07 cm-mrad. .0

A typical MMIS [5:234,35:684] produces a current of about 1

mA with an emittance of around .03 cm-mrad. The factor of 2
'.

difference in emittances indicates that the NPB from a MMIS

will have roughly twice the effective range as a NPB from a

surface source. If it is assumed that the current delivered

by the Penning source is the minimum allowed for a weapon

system to be considered lethal, then the beam delivered by

the r-I,'MIS cannot be considered lethal. However, it has been
.e

determined [37:S79] that the total beam energy (and hence

beam current) required for use in discrimination may be a

factor of around 100 less than required for lethality.

Therefore, a NMIS is an excellent option for use in a NPB

discrimination system.

A final factor in favor of volume sources over surface

sources is the use of cesium in the latter. The cesium,

being highly reactive, will decrease the useful lifetime of

the Rurface source. A volume source does not have this .z

prob I em.

Recommendat ions

To improve the results obtained, several things can be

done with this model. First, all of the runs were made with

a di,;sociation of 56% (taken from the value in Bretagne, et

al [10]). Adding a self-consistent dissociAtion into the

model by consi(1ering the appropriate dissociation chemistry
S

wonld pirobtibly imp ... -" the nuinerical results obtained
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tremendously.

Second, the plasma potential was always taken to be 2 V

(except for the 2 mTorr, 50 V, 5 A discharge). Bretagne, et

al, 132:1206-12071 have shown that a variation in the plasma

potential dramatically effects the Maxwellian portion of the

EEDF. The present model could be improved by adding a self-

consistent calculation of the plasma potential based on the

balance of charged particles falling on the chamber walls.

'IhiH ,:alculation would be complex due to the nature of the

multicusp field at the wall.

Finally, this model ignored the presence of 1194 , which

is actjally the dominant ionic species found in many

multicusp discharges [7:18021. It is indicated by Bruneteau

[15:381] that for a 4 mTorr discharge, 11--H3* mutual

neutralization is the dominant loss mechanism for negative

ions, being a factor of 10 larger than the losses due to

assoriative detachment. In addition, she indicates that 113,

ions play an important role in the production of

vibrationally excited hydrogen. Thus, inclusion of the

plasma chemistry for 113' should improve the calculations of

this model significantly.

the next logical step would be to expand the approach to

incluide" spatial variation of the densities and ele(tron

terilp,. Ift ur . IThis could possibly be aecomilished by not only

usirg the corliriity ,equation and energy equation, but also

th, m,,in',r um m,,mnt of the B3oltzmann equation. With this

,f 1; t-i f I t 1,. 14 11( l ,,I , it W ,ild bv 4,'1si,'r to atrialy ;e what
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is going on in both the production region and the extraction

region of a tandem MMIS.
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APPENDIX A - THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF IONIZATION
AND THE THOMSON DISTRIBUTION

In this appendix, the classical theory of ionization

will be developed. This development will lead to the

expression for the Thomson distribution of secondary

electrons used in Chapter II. The development used is that

given by Thomson and Thomson in Ref. 28, pages 96-98 and 200.

We will regard the ionization of a molecule by an

electron as a collision between two particles - the electron

and one of the electrons in the molecule. Ionization occurs

when the molecular electron receives energy greater than or

equal to the ionization energy from the incident electron.

Although we will be concerned with the collision between two

electrons, the following development is for any incident

charged particle.

Let M be the mass of the incident particle and let E be

its charge. Assume that its velocity before the collision is

vo and let b be the impact parameter for the collision. In

addition, let m and -e be the mass and charge of the

molecular electron.

During the collision, the center of mass of the two-

particle system moves with a uniform velocity given by

vcm a m v0  (A-1)
M+m

In the center of mass (c.m.) system the particles move in

hyperbolic orbits (see Fig. A-i). Let v, and b, be the
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initial velocity and impact parameter of M relative to the

c.M. We then have

v= m vo (A-2)
M + M

and

b, m b (A-3) -a

M + m.

Let ri be the distance of M from the c.m. at any time. Then

the force acting on M is given by

F e Em 2  (A-4)
(M + m)2  ri 2

and is directed towards the c.m.

If 0 is the angle between the asymptotes of the

hyperbola then

tan (6/2) c/a (A-5)

where a and c are the axes of the hyperbola. It is a

property of hyperbolae that c = bl . In addition, if p is

the acceleration of M at a unit distance from the c.m.,

e E m2  (A-6)
M (M + M)2

then vi2 :/a, or

a e E M2  (A-7)
v1 2  M (m + 4)2

, Using Eqns. A-5 and A-7 we then have
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tan (0/2) b ,  v1
2  M (M + m)z (A-8)

e E m2

or, with Eqns. A-2 and A-3,

tan (6/2) b vo2 m M_ (A-9)
e E (M + m)

After the collision, the component of the velocity of M

parallel to vo is

vt = M v. - m vo cos 0 (A-10)
M + m

and the component perpendicular to v. is

v= m vg sin 0 (A-Il)
M + m

Therefore, the total kinetic energy of M after the collision

is given by

Ek = 1/2 M vt2 + 1/2 M V02

or

Ek= 1 M V92  [ M2 + m2 - 2 m M cos 0 ] (A-12)
2 (M + m)

2

The energy transfered to the molecular electron is then

the change in kinetic energy of the incident particle:

Q 1/2 M Vo2 - Ek

or

Q ( + COS 0) M M2 V 0
2  (A-13)

(M + M) 2
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Now

1 + cos 0 2 cos 2 (0/2) 2 [1 + tan2 0/2) ] 1

so we get, using Eqn. A-9, J

Q 2 e2 E2  1 (A-14)
m v0

2 b2 + d2

where

d e E (M + m)
M M V0 2

Eqn. A-14 thus represents the transfer of energy from the

incident particle to the molecular electron.

It should be noted at this point that the above

calculations were made with the assumption that the electrons

in the molecule are free to move. If the forces holding the

molecular electron are small enough that the period for a %l

small oscillation of the electron about an equilibrium point %

is large compared to the duration of the collision, then the

electron can be considered free. Therefore, to be able to

use the above energy transfer calculation, the incident

particle must be sufficiently fast. A 90 V electron is

moving at about 6 x 108 cm/sec. If the distance over which a

collision occurs is on the order of one Bohr radius, then the

collision time is approximately 10-17 sec - short enough that

this classical approach should be valid for the present work.

Now that the energy transfer in the collision is known,

it is necessary to find the energy distribution of the
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molecular electrons. The chance of a transfer of energy

between Q and Q + dQ, f(Q)dQ, is equal to the chance 2nb db

that b is between b and b + db, n being the number density of

electrons in the molecule. Therefore, we have

f(Q) dQ = 2 i n b db (A-15)

now 2 b db = dbZ, so

f(Q) dQ = I n db2 dQ (A-16)
dQ

From Eqn. A-14 we get

db2 - 2 e2 E2  I (A-17)
dQ m v0

2  Q2

Putting this in Eqn. A-16 and ignoring the minus sign we have

f(Q) dQ = 2 1 n e2 E2  1 dQ (A-18)
m V0

2  Q2

Therefore, for an incident electron, the distribution

for the molecular electron is

f(Q) 2 1 n e4  (A-19)
m Vo 2 Q2

If we regard the production of secondary electrons in a

MMIS as a case of ionization, we are then saying that an

electron emitted from the cathode will collide with an H2

molecule causing ionization. The molecular electrons will

then have a distribution given by Eqn. A-19. Since the

secondary electrons have to do work equal to the ionization
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energy, Ex , to escape the molecule, the distribution of

energy for the secondary electrons will be given by

ft how(E) = A (A-20)
(E + E1 )2

The constant A can be found by requiring normalization

of the above distribution:

fA (E + E1 )-2 dE = 1 (A-21)
0

This gives, with straight-forward integration,

A =Ei (1 + Ei/V) (A-22)

Thus, the Thomson distribution of secondary electrons is

ftibou(E) =Et (1 + Ei/V) (30)
(E + El )
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APPENDIX B MOMENT EQUATION CODE

In this appendix, the numerical solution of the moment

equations is discussed. After this a listing of the computer

code is given. A brief schematic of the numerical process is

given in Fig. B-i.

Calculation of Reaction Rates

Maxwellian-averaged reaction rates as a function of

average electron energy, defined by Eqn. 4, were calculated

once at the beginning of the study and stored in ASCII files.

These files are then referenced each time the main computer

code is run.

In order to calculate the reaction rates, the Gi (E)v(E)

data was fit using natural cubic splines (30:1221. The

integration in Eqn. 4 was then carried out over the range of

the data, for average electron energies ranging between .01

eV and 1000 eV. The integration was performed using

Simpson's adaptive quadrature [30:174-1751.

The Numerical Solution of the Moment Equations

The main computer code, MOMEQN, uses the above

calculated Maxwellian reaction rates in order to calculate

the time evolution of the number densities and electron

temperature by simultaneously solving the moment equations,

represented by Eqns. 43-47 and 50.

__ As further input to the program, MOMEQN reads two ASCII
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files - 'process', and ',nit'. The file 'process' contains a

line of data for each plasma reaction that was considered n

this model. The first element of each line is a character

string mnemonic refering to the reaction. The second element

is either a 1 or a 0, indicating whether (1) or not (0) that

particular reaction is active during the current run. The

third element is a real number equal to the threshold energy

for the reaction. The file ',nit' contains all of the other

operating data, such as the discharge current, voltage,

pressure, plasma volume, initial values of the densities,

etc.

After all of the above data is entered into the program,

MOMEQN calls the subroutine DTAIL to calculate the high

energy tail of the EEDF. This is accomplished by first

fitting the a (E)v(E) data with natural cubic splines. Then

ft ai (E) is calculated using Eqn. 32, starting at E = V - El.

The rest of the distribution is calculated for successively

lower energies, using the knowledge of what the distribution

is for higher energies.

Once this distribution is calculated, MOMEQN calls the

subroutine ELECTRONIC in order to calculate the reaction

rates averaged over the tail of the distribution, which will

be used in the vibrational density equation. These reaction

rates are determined by using Simpson's adaptive quadrature

to perform the integration in Eqn. 39. The particular

reactions for which rates are calculated at this point are

the electronic excitations and H2 ionization.
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Next, MOMEQN calls the subroutine THOMSON, which

calculates the average energy of the source (Eqn. 53) and the

average probability of no wall collisions (Eqn. 59). These

integrals are again calculated using Simpson's adaptive

quadrature.

At this point, MOMEQN is ready to start the integration

of the moment equations. This is accomplished by first

setting the time variable to 0, and then calling the

subroutine RKF45. This subroutine integrates the moment

equations from the previous time to the present time and

outputs the answer. The time variable is then incremented

and RKF45 is called again. This process continues until one

of two conditions is met: 1) the number densities and

electron temperature all have reached a steady state, or, 2)

the time variable has reached a maximum, user-specified,

value. Condition 1 is numerically determined to be achieved

if the values of all the number densities and the electron

temperature have not changed by more than a set factor (10- 4 )

for four consecutive time steps. If this condition is met,

the values have reached a steady state, as far as the

computer code is concerned.

The subroutine RKF45

The subroutine RKF45 integrates a system of coupled

first order differential equations by using two Runge-Kutta-

Fehlberg integration schemes. One is of order 4 and the

other is order 5. The two results obtained are compared to
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get an esti.iat of the error in the answer. This estimate is

then used for step size control.

41, The Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg algorithm calculates the value

of the various plasma parameters by using the following

formula:

6 %

where

kj , i : he y j (y , + I' Bi a ks, a to + Oi he (B-2)

and where yj,. is the estimate for the j-th plasma parameter -

(electron density, ion densities, or electron temperature) at

the n-th time step, y' is the corresponding derivative, he is

the step-size for the n-th time step, to is the time, and OK ,

B, and ( are coefficients that were found by Fehlberg. He

found one set of d's that makes the estimate given by Eqn. B-

I order 4 and another set of ''s that makes it order 5.

The majority of the code in RKF45 is used to determine

the optimum step-size, h, for the current time.

Implementat ion

The program MOMEQN was written in FORTRAN 77 and ran on

a VAX 11/785 under Berkeley 4.3 BSD UNIX. Typical run-times

varied between 10 minutes and 1 hour, depending upon the

system load. It is quite possible that many improvements
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could be made on this code to make it run more efficiently.

The present form of the code was written for readability.
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Cc

c A SELF-CONSISTENT MOMENT EQUATION SOLVER FOR A
c MAGNETIC MULTICUSP HYDROGEN DISCHARGE
c
c

c Written by David E. Bell, 2Lt, USAF
c
c

c SYNOPSIS: This program solves the time-dependent
c moment equations developed in Chapter II for a given
c set of initial conditions. It outputs the time
c evolution of the ionic species and the electron
c temperature.
c

c
c VARIABLE LIST:
c
c on - array indicating whether or not (1/0) a process is on
c th - array containing the thresholds for the processes (eV)
c press - pressure of the discharge (Torr)
c volt - discharge voltage (V)
c curr - discharge current (A)
c dt - time increment for output (sec)
c y - array whose elements represent:
c 1 - number density of electrons (cm^-3)
c 2 - number density of negative hydrogen ions (cm^-3)
c 3 - number density of positive H2 ions (cm^-3)
c 4 - number density of positive H ions (cm^-3)
c 5 - average electron temperature (eV)
c 6 - number density of vibrationally excited H2 (cm^-3)
c nho - ratio of H to H2 in plasma
c no - density of H2 (cm^-3)
c nh - density of H (cm^-3)
c so - source strength
c ens - average energy of the source
c ml - mass of an electron (kg)

c m2 - mass of a hydrogen atom (kg)
c t - time variable (sec)
c tout - next time of output (see)

c tfinal - time to quit program (see)
c temp - H2 temperature (eV)
c relerr - relative error allowed in output
c abserr - absolute error allowed in output
c work - array used by rkf45 for various things
c vol - plasma volume of source (cm^3)
c area - effective wall loss area of plasma source (cm^2)
c vp - plasma potential (V)
c iwork - array used by rkf45 for various things
c iflag - flag used by rkf45 to indicate progress. Values:
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c -2 - single successful step in direction of tout
c 2 - integration reached tout. Successful return.
c 3 - relative error too small, has been increased
c 4 - more than 3000 derivative evaluations needed
c 5 - solution vanished - cannot test relative error,
c absolute error must be nonzero to continue
c 6 - requested accuracy unobtainable, error
c tolerance increased
c 7 - RKF45 is inefficient for this problem
c 8 - invalid input parameters 1
c neqn.lt.0
c t=tout and iflag.ne.+1 or -1
c relerr or abserr .lt. 0
c iflag.eq.0 or .lt.-2 or .gt.8
c neqn - number of differential equations in system (6)
c file - character array with file names for the processes
c say - array used to save y() data for checking convergence
c flag - logical variable used in testing convergence
c ss - counter used in testing convergence "
c length - average distance to wall (cm)
c xsect - sigma*vel data for electronic excitations %

c nxsect - number of data points for each excitation in xsect
c a,b,c,d - cubic spline data for xsect
c tail - reaction rate coefficient for electronic states
c averaged over tail of distribution
c rates - array holding Maxwellian reaction rate data
c ftail - array representing the tail of the distribution
c

external diffeq
real on(27),th(27),press,volt,curr,dt,y(6),nho,no,nh,

& so,ens,ml,m2,t,tout,tfinal,temp,relerr,abserr,
& work(39),vol,rates(2 7 ,56 1,2 ),area,vp,sav(6),
& length,xsect(9,50,2),a(9,50),b(9,50),c(9,50),
& d(9,50),tail(8),ftail(0:100)

integer iwork(5),iflag,neqn,ss,nxsect(9)
logical flag
2haracter*7 file(27)

common so,no,nh
common/ener/ens,ml,m2
common/onoff/on,file
common/freq/th,rates,tail
common/geom/area,vol,vp
common/recom/y,templength
common/power/volt,curr
common/sigv/xsect,nxsect
common/splin/a,b,c,d
common/dist/ftail

c
c Input rate coefficient data from files
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call process(on,th,file,rates,xsect,nxsect)

c Input initial operating conditions

call init(press,volt,curr,tfinal,dtiy(l),y(2),y(3),
& y(4 ),nho,temp,vol,area,length,vp,relerr,
& abserr)

no=8. 3 2 l6 el4*press/temp/ (1.+nho)
nh-nhosno
sav( 1)my( 1)
y( 1) =1.ell

c
c Calculate tail of EEDF

call dtail(ftail)
c
c Calculate rate coefficients for electronic excitations
c

call electronic
c
c Calculate average energy of source and source strength
c

call thomson(ens,volt,go)
y( 1 )sav( 1)
so~so*curr/1.6O22e-19/vol*volt/(2.*15.427)
y( 5)=ens
m1=9. 1095e-31

(C Im2=2. *1 .6726e-27
c
c Set-up output files
c

call files

c
c Start integration of equations

t=0.
iflag=1
toutzt
neqn=6

10 call rkf 4 5(diffeq,neqn,ypt,tout,relerr,abserr, iflag,
& work,iwork)

call output(t,y)

goto (80,20,30,40,50,60,70,80) ,iflag

c

c Successful step in integrationI
c
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c Check for convergence of answer
C

flag=. true.
do 21 i=1,6

j7~s if(y(i).eq.0.)then
flag=(abs(sav(i)-y(i))I.lt.abserr/1o.).and.flag

else
flag=(abs(sav(i)-y(i))'Y(j).lt.relerr/10.).and.flag

endif
21 continue

if(flag)then
ss=ss+ 1

else
ss=0

endif

do 23 i=1,5
23 sav(i)=y(i)

c
C Four consecutive times of little change in output
c constitutes convergence
c

if(ss.eq.4)goto 22

if(t.lt.tfinal)goto 10

c
c Completed successful run of program -output summary

22 call endout(y)
stop

c
c Errors in RKF routine handled here
c

30 write(6, 31 )t, relerr,abserr
31 format( Tolerances reset at time ',lpe9.3/

& 'Relative error =',lpe8.2/
& 'Abserr =',lpe8.2)

goto 10

40 write(6,41)tI
41 format(lx,'Over 3000 function evaluations at time

&goto 10 lpe9.3)

50 abserr=1.e-9

goto 10

60 relerr=10.*relerr
write(6,31 )t,relerr,abgerr .
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if lag=2
goto 10

70 write(6,71)t
71 format(lx,'RKF45 is inefficient for-this problem.'/

& 'Time = ',lpe9.3)
iflag:2
goto 10

80 write(6,81)t
81 format(lx,'Improper call at time ',lpe9.3)

stop

end

c**********I** *$**** iS**,,**I************$*I****$***

C
c This subroutine opens the file 'process' and reads
c it to determine what processes are active for the
c current run (on), the threshold energy for the
c processes (th), and the names of the files that
c contain the rate look-up data (file). The rate data
c is then entered into the array rates() which is used
c by the function rate() to determine the rate
c coefficient for a given energy. This subroutine also
c enters the cross-section*velocity data as a function
c of energy for the electronic excitations.
c

0 c The file 'process' is made up of 27 records of the
c form:
c
c file 1. (on/off) 12.0 (threshold)
c

subroutine process(on,th,file,rates,xsect,nxsect)
real on(27),th(27),rates(27,561,2),d2,d3,xsect(9,50,2)
integer nxsect(9)
character*7 file(27)
character*40 dl

open(unit=15,file:'process',status:'old')

do I i=1,27
I read(15,*)file(j),on(i),th(i)

close(unit:15)

do 5 i=I,27

c
c the extension .rat is used to indicate average rate data

open(unit:15,file~file(i)//'.rat',status:'old')
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cp

c first five lines of files are descriptive labels used for
c graphing purposes only
c sixth line contains the number of data pairs
" seventh line contains xmin,xmax
c eigth line contains ymin,ymax
c

do 2 j=1,5
2 read(15,*)dl

read( 15,3)n
3 format(i3)

read( 15,*)d2,d3
read( 15,*)d2,d3

do 4 j1l,n
read( 15,*)d2,d3
rates(i,j,l)=d2
rates( i,j ,2)=d3

4 continue

close(unit=15)

5 continue

do 6 i=1,9

c
c the extension .vel is used to denote cross-
c section*velocity data

do 7 j=1,5
7 read(15,*)dl

read( 15,3)nxsect(i)
read( 15,*)d2,d3
read( 15, *)d2 ,d3

do 8 j=1,nxsect(i)
8 read(15,*)xsect(i,j,1) ,xsect(i,j,2)

close( unit=15)

6 continue

return

end

c
c This subroutine opens the file 'init' and reads in
c the initial operating conditions of the discharge.

s s ***: * ** * * **********
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subroutine init(press,volt,curr,tfinal,dt,ne,nm,np,
& nhpnho,temp,vol,area,length,vp,
& relerr,abserr)

real press,volt,curr,tfinal,dt,nenmnpnhp,nho,temp,
& vol,relerr,abserrareavplength

open(unit=15,file='init',status='old')

read(15,*)press
read(15, *)volt
read(15,*)curr
read(15,*)tfinal
read(15, *)dt
read(15, *)ne
read(15, *)nm
read(15, *)np K
read(15, *)nhp
read(15,*)nho
read(15,*)temp
read(15,*)vol 0
read(15, *)area
read(15,*)length
read(15,*)vp
read(15, *)relerr .

read(15, *)abserr

3close(unit=5)
return
end

c
c This subroutine sets up the output files for the
c number densities of tne ionic species and the
c electrons and the electron temperature. They are
c set up in the correct format to be used by 'graph'.
c The program 'graph' takes a data file and produces a
c file that is in the correct format to be plotted
c either on a Benson printer or on a Laser printer.
c The first 5 lines of the data file must be blank or ,
c contain labels for the plot. The next line must
c contain the number of data points in i3 format. The
c next two lines are the minimum and maximum values for
c the x range and the y range. The rest of the lines A

c contain tae data points.
c Another file ('all') is set up for output in a more
c readable format.
c

subroutine files
character*1 line(80)
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open(unit=1Ofile='ne',status=' new')

open(unit~l2,file='np',status='new')

open(unit=13,file='nhp',status'new',)
open(unit=14,file='en',status= 'new')
open(unit=16,file='nv',status='new')
open(unit=2O filer 'all' ,status='new')

write(1O,*)'Electron density'
write(l1,*)'H- density'
write(12,*)'H2+ density'
write(13,*)'H+ density'
write(14,*) 'Electron temperature'
write( 16,*) 'Vibrational density'

do 1 i=10,13
write(i,*) 'Tine'
write(i,*)' (sec)'
write(i,*) 'Density'

continue
write(16,*) 'Times

write(16,*) 'Desity

write(14,*) 'Tiesi
write(14,*)' (sc)'-

write (14, *)'Temeraue
write(14,*)' (se)

do 3 i=10,14
write(i,2)999

2 format~i3)
write(i,*)O. ,O.
write(i,*)O. ,O.

3 continue

write(20,4)
4 format( 'TIME' ,9x, 'Ne' ,llx, 'N-' ,llx, 'N+' ,Ilx, 'Nh+' ,

& lOx,'Te')
do 6 i=1,80
line( i )='

6 continue
write(20,5)(line(i) ,i=1,80)

5 format(80a)

return
end

c This subroutine calculates the rate coefficients for
c the electronic excitations based on the modified
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c Tho.,ison.
c

subroutine electronic
real xsect(9,50,2) ,tol,a(9,50) ,b(9.,50) ,c(9,50) ,d(9,50),

& rates(27,561,2) ,tl(200) ,a2(200) ,h2(200) ,fa(200),
& fc(200) ,fb(200) ,s(200) ,k2(200) ,fd,fe,sl,s2,v(8),
& th(27) ,ion,volt,curr,vol,area,vp,tail(8)

integer nxsect(9)

common/splin/a, b, c ,d
common/s igv/xsect ,nxsect
common/freq/th ,rates, tail
common/geom/area, vol, vp
common/power/volt ,curr

tol=1 .e-3
ion=15 .427

do 1 k=1,8

tail(k)=O.

i=1
ti (i )z1O. *tol
a2(i)=xsect(k, 1,1)

fa( i)=felect(k,xsect(k, 1,1))

fb(i)=felect(k,xsect(k,nxsect(k),l))
s(i)=h2(i)*(fa(i)+4.*fc(i)+fb(i))/3.
k2(i)=1.

5 if(i.le.O)goto 4

fe~felect(k,a2(i)+3.*h2(i)/2.)

s2=h2(i)*(fc(i)+4.*fe+fb(i))/6.
v( 1) a2(i)
v( 2 )fa( i)
v( 3 )fc( i)
v(4 )=fb( i)
v( 5)=h2( i)
v( 6) =tl (i)
v(7 )s(i)
v(8)=k2(i)

i~i-1

if (abs ( s+s2-v(7) ). lt v6) )then
tail(k)=tail(k)+sl+s2
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else
if(v(8) .ge. 200)then

write(6,*) 'Integration failed in ELECTRONIC'
stop

else
i=i+1
a2(i)=v( 1)+v(5)
fa(i)=v(3)
fc( i)fe
fb( i )v(4)

tl(i)=v(6)/2.

s(i )=s2
k2(i)=v(8)+l.

fa(i)=v(2)
fc(i)=fd
fb( i )v(3)
h2(i)=h2(i-1)

s(i) =sl

endif
endif

* goto 5

4 continu

4 continue

3 continue

return
end

c This subroutine performs natural cubic splines on the
c cross-section data for the electronic excitations.
c

subroutine spline(data,num, a, b,c ,d)
real data(9,50,2) ,a(9,50) ,b(9,50) ,c(9,50) ,d(9,50),

& h(50) ,alpha(50) ,1(50) ,mu(50) ,z(50)
integer num(9)

do 10 k=1,9
do 20 j1l,num(k)
a(k,j )=data(k ,j ,2)

20 continue
10 continue
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do 1 k=1,9

do 2 il,num(k)-1
2 h(i)=data(k,i+1, 1)-data(k,i, 1)

do 3 i=2,num(k)-l
alpha(i)=3.*(a(k,j+l)*h(i-l)-a(k,i)*(data(k~i+1,1)

& -data(k,i-1,1) )+a(k,i-l)*h(i) )/(h(i-1)*h(i) )
3 continue

l(0)=1.
mu(0) =0.
z(0)=0.

do 4 i=2,num(k)-l
1(i)=2.*(data(k,i+1, 1)-data(k,i-1,l) )-h(i-1)*mu(i-1)
mu(i)=h(i)/1(i)

4 continue

l(num(k) )1.
z(num(k) )0O.
c(k,num(k) )=0.v

I-e Ido 5 jnum(k)-1,1,-l -
c(k,j)=z(j)-mu(j)*c(k,j+l)Il
b(k,j)=(a(k,j+1)-a(k,j) )/h(j)-h(j)*(c(k,j+1)

& +.ckj)3
d(k,j)=(c(k,j+l)-c(.k,j) )/(3.*h(j))

5 continue

1 continue

return%

end

C
c This function represents the distribution function
c for the tail multiplied by sigma~velocity.
c

real function felect(i,e)
real e,ion,ftail(0:100),distrib

common/dist/ftai 1

ion=z15.427

distrib=(e-float(int(e)))*

& ( ftail( int(e)+1 )-ftail( int(e) ))+ftail( int(e))
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felect=sv( i ,e)*distrib

return
end

c This function uses the spline data calculated by
c spline to calculate siginatvel as a function of energy.
c This routine is used by fcoll and felect.
C

real function sv(i,en)
real en,xsect(9,50,2) ,den,a(9,50) ,b(9,50) ,c(9,50),

& d(9,50)
integer nxsect(9)

common/sigv/xsect,nxsect
common/spi in/a ,b , c,d

if(( en. lt.xsect(i, 1, 1))
& .or. (en.gt.xsect(i,nxsect(i) ,l)))then

sv=O.
return

endif

do 1 j=1,nxsect(i)-1

if(en.ge.xsect(i,j,1).and.en.lt.xsect(i,j+1,1) )goto 2

j~nxsect( i)

2 den=en-xsect(i,j,l)

sv=a (i ,,j )+b ( i ,j )*den+c (i , j)*den **2 +d ( , ) S i'~'1so

return

end

c This function ('a1(u13tt-, h.
c rate as a f un,-t Ii '4 .riz~
C
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fcoll=fcoll+sv(i1,en)

1 continue

fcoll=no*fcoll -

return
end

C

c This function calculates the rate of loss of primary
c electrons to the walls of source. Formula is from
c Bretagne, et al [10:813].
c

real function fwall(en)
real enjarea, volno, vpso, nh -

common so,no,nh
common/geom/area,vol ,vp

if(en.lt.vp)then
fwall=0.

else
fwall=6.e7*area/vol*sqrt(en)*(l.-vp/en)/4.

endif

return
end

c
c This subroutine calculates the tail of the
c distribution.
C

subroutine dtail (ftail)
real ftail(0:100) ,volt,curr,th(27) ,rates(27,561,2),

& tail(8) ,area,vol,vp,ion,a(9,50) ,b(9,50) ,c(9,50) ,
& d(9,50) ,xsect(9,50,2) ,x,y,xp,yp,no,nh,so

integer nxsect(9) ,flag

common so,no,nh
common/power/volt, curr
common/freq/th,rates, tail
common/geom/area,vol ,vp
common/spi in/a, b , c,d
common/sigv/xsect ,nxsect

call spline(xsect,nxsecta,b,c,d)
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ion= 15. 427
f lag=0S do 1 i=100,0,-1

en=float (i)

if( en.gt .volt-ion )then
ftail( i)=0.
goto 1

endif

sum=0.
do 2 j=1,9
ki+int(th(j )+. 5)

if(k.gt. 100)k=100
sum=sum+ftail(k)*sv(j,en+th(j))

2 continue
sum=no*sum

xrfcoll (en)
y=fwall(en)
if( (flag.eq.0) .and. (x+y.eq.0. ))then

xpfcoll(en+l.)
ypfwall(en+l.)
fLag=l

endif
if(flag.eq.l)then

x~xp
y =yp

endif
ftai1(i)=(ion*l.+ion/volt)*curr/1.6022e-19/vol~volt

& /(2. *ion)l(en+ion)**2+sum)/(x+y)

continue

return

end

C
c This subroutine outputs the current data to the
c output files.
c

subroutine output(t,y)
real t,y(6),telec

write( 10,*)t,y( 1)
write( 11, )t,y(2)
write( 12, *)t,y( 3)4
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telec=2. *y( 5)/3.
write( 14, *) t,telec

write(20,I)t,y(l) ,y(2),y(3),y(4),telec
1 format(6(lpe9.3,4x))

return
end

c This subroutine represents the system of differential
c equations to be solved.
c

subroutine diffeq(t,y,yp)
real t,y(6) ,yp(6) ,so,no,nh,ens,ml,m2,r(27) ,th(27)
real rates(27,561,2) ,tail(8)
common so,no,nh
common/ener/ens,ml ,m2
coinmon/freq/th, rates ,tail

do 1 i=1,27
1 r(i)=rate(i,y(5) )

if(y(5).ge.1000.)write(6,*)'Energy > 1000- ',y(5)

celectron continuity

C yp(l) so + r(9)*y(l)*no + r(19)*ty(l)*no

& + r(13)*y(1)*nh - r(18)$y(1)*y(6)
& - r(26)*y(l)*y(3) - r(15)*y(1)*y(3)
& - r(16)*Y(1)*y(4) + r(22)*y(l)*y(2)
& + r(24)*y(2)*nh - r(12)*y(1)$y(3) + r(23)*nhy(2)

c negative ion continuity
c

yp(2) = r(18)*y(1)*y(6) + r(25)*y(l)tno
& + r(26)*y(l)*y(3) - r(21)*y(4)*y(2)
& - r(22)*y(I)*Y(2) - r(24)$nh*y(2)
& - r(23)*nh*y(2)

c
c H2+ continuity
c

yp(3) so0+ r(9)*y(1)tno- r(12)*y(l)*y(3)
& -r(26)*y(l)$y(3) -r(15)*y(1)*y(3)

c
c H+ continuity

J%'
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yp(4) = r(19)*y(l)*no + r(13)sy(1)*nh + r(25)Ey(1)*no
& + r(26)*y(l)*y(3) - r(16)*y(4)*y(l)

~ e~rg - r(21)*y(4)*y(2)

c eeg equation

yp(5) =-r(1)*Sno*th(l) -r(2)*no*th(2) - r(3)*no*th(3)
& -r(4)*no*th(4) - r(5)*no*th(5) - r(6)*no*th(6)
& -r(7)*$no*th(7) - r(8)*no*th(8)
& -r(10)*no*th(1O) - r(11)Snoth(1l)
& -r(14)*no~th(14) - r(9)*no*th(9)
& -r(13)*nh*th(13) + ens*so/y(l)
& -r(20)*2.*ml/m2*y(5)*no - y(5)/y(l)*yp(l)

yp(5) =yp(5) - r(12)*y(3)*y(5) - r(15)*y(3)*y(5)
& - r(16)*y(4)*y(5) - r(18)*y(6)*y(5)
& - r(22)*y(2)*y(5) - r(23)*y(2)*nh/y(l)*y(5)
& - r(24)*y(2)*nh/y(l)*y(5) .

c vibrational population continuity

yp(6) =(tail(l) + tail(2) + tail(3) + tail(4)
& + tail(5) + tail(6) + tail(7) + tail(8))*no
& - r(18)*y(l)*y(6) - r(17)*y(6)/1O.
& - r(27)*y(6)*nh

return

cFehlberg Fourth-Fifth Order Runge-Kutta Method-4
c Written by H.A. Watts and L.F. Shampine

c Sandia Laboratories

c As published in
c Forsythe, G.E., Malcolm, M.A., & Moler, C.B.,
c COMPUTER METHODS FOR MATHEMATICAL
c COMPUTATIONS, Prentice-Hall, NJ, 1977,
cPp. 13 5 -'4 7 . S

c This subroutine, in conjunction with RKFS and FEHL,
c performs a fourth order and a fifth order Runge-Kutta
c routine on the system of differential equations. it
c uses the output from these two calculations to
c estimate the error involved in the answer it gives.
c If the error is too great, it reduces the time step
c and tries again. The process continues until an
c answer with tolerable error is returned or the code
c decides that too much work is being done. For a more r.
c detailed explanation of the routine see the above
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c book.
c It should be noted that the routine is incorporated
c exactly as it was given in Forsythe,et al. As such
c it is very general. It is possible to specialize the
c routine for use solely by this code, but that was
c deemed unnecessary and undesirable for future
c expansion of the model.
c

subroutine rkf45(f,neqn,y,t,tout,relerr,abserr,iflag,
& work,iwork)

integer neqniflag,iwork(5)
real y(neqn) ,t,tout,relerr,abserr,work(3+6sneqn)
external f
integer ki ,k2,k3,k4,k5,k6,klm

kl1m~neqn+ 1
k1~klm+1
k2=k1+neqn
k3=k2+neqn
k4=k3+neqn
k5=k4+neqn
k6=k5+neqn

call rkfs(f,neqn,y,t,tout,relerr,abserr,iflag,work(l) ,
& work(klm) ,work(kl) ,work(k2) ,work(k3) ,work(k4),
& work(k5) ,work(k6) ,work(k6+1) ,iwork(1) ,iwork(2),

& iworkl3) ,iwork(4) ,iwork(5))

return
end

subroutine rkfs(f,neqn,ytt,tout,relerr,abserr,iflag,
& yp, h, f , f2, f3, f4 ,f5 ,savre, savae ,nfe ,kop,
& int,jflag,kflag)

logical hfaild,output o
integer neqn,iflag,nfe,kop,int,jflag,kflag
real y(neqn),t,tout,relerr,abserr,h,yp(neqn),fl(neqn),

& f2(neqn) ,f3(neqn) ,f4(neqn) ,f5(neqn) ,savre,savae
external f
real a, ae ,dt ,ee ,eeoet ,esttol ,et ,hmin, rernin, rer, s,

& scale,tol,toln,u26,epspl,eps,ypk
integer k,maxnfe,mflag
real auiaxl,aminl
data remin/i.e-12/
data maxnfe/3000/

if(neqn.1t.1)goto 10
if((relerr.1t.O.).or.(abserr.lt.O.))goto 10
mflagziabs( iflag)
if( (mflag.eq.0) .or. (mflag.gt.8) )goto 10
if(mflag.ne.l)goto 20
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eps=l.
5 eps~eps/2.

epspl~eps+l.
if(epspl.gt.1.)goto 5
u26=26. *eps
goto 50

10 iflag=8
return

20 if( (t.eq-tout) .ard. (kflag.ne.3) )goto 10
if(mflag-ne.2)goto 25

if( (kflag.eq.3) .or. (int.eq.0) )goto 45
if(kflag.eq.4)goto 40
if( (kflag.eq.5) .and. (abserr-eq.0. ))goto 30
if((kflag.eq.6).and.(relerr.le.savre) d

& .and.(abserr.le.savae))goto 30
goto 50 *

25 if(iflag.eq.3)goto 45
if(iflag.eq.4)goto 40
if( (iflag.eq.5) .and. (abserr.gt.O. ))goto 45

30 stop

40 nfe=0

if(mflag.eq.2)goto 50

45 iflagjflag
if (kflag.eq.3 )uflagiabs( if lag)

50 jflagiflag
kflag=0

savre~relerr
savaezabserr

rer=2. *eps+reinn
if(relerr.ge.rer)goto 55

relerrzrer
i flag=3
kflag=3
return 

N

55 dttout-t

if(mflag.eq.l)goto 60
if(int.eq.0)goto 65
goto 80

60 int=0
kop0O
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a=t
call f(a~y,yp)
nfe: 1
if(t.ne.tout)goto 65
iflag=2
return

65 int=1
habs(dt)
toln=0.
do 70 k1l,neqn
tol~relerr*abs(y(k) )+abserr
if(tol.le.0.)goto 70
tolntol
ypk=abs(yp(k))
if(ypkth**5.gt.tol)h=(tol/ypk)**.2

70 continue
if(toln.le.0. )h=0.
h~amaxl(h,u26*amax1(abs(t),abs(dt)))
jflag=isign(2, iflag)

80 h=sign(h,dt)

if(abs(h) .ge.2.*abs(dt) )kop=kop+1
if(kop.ne.100)goto 85

kop0O
iflag=7
return

85 if(abs(dt).gt.u26*abs(t))goto 95

do 90 k1l,neqn
90 y(k)=y(k)+dt*yp(k)

aztout
call f(a,y,yp)
nfeznfe+ 1
goto 300

95 output=.false.

scale=2./relerr
ae~scaletabserr

100 hfaild=.false.

hmin=u26*abs( t)

dt: tout-t
if(abs(dt) .ge.2.Iabs(h) )goto 200
if(abs(dt).gt.abs(h))goto 150

W. output=.true.
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h=dt
goto 200

150 h=.5*dt

200 if(nfe-le.maxnfe)goto 220

iflag=4
kflag=4
return

220 call fehl(f,neqn,y,t,h,yp,fl,f2,f3,f4, f5,fl)
nfe~nfe+5

eeoet=0.
do 250 k:1,neqn
et~abs(y(k))+abs(fl(k))+ae
if(et.gt.0.)goto 240

iflag=5
return

240 ee~abs( (-2090.*yp(k)+(21970.*f3(k)-15048.$f4(k) ))+
& (22528.*f2(k)-27360-*f5(k)))

250 eeoet~amax1(eeoet,ee/et)

esttol~abs (h) *eeoet*scale/752400.

if(esttoI.3le.l.)goto 260

hfaild=.true.

if(esttol.lt.59049.)s=.9/esttol**.2
hs*h
if(abs(h).gt.hmin)goto 200

iflag=6
kflag=6
return

260 t=t+h
do 270 k1l,neqn

270 y(k)=fl(k) ~azt
call f(a,y,yp)
rife=nfe+l 1,

S=5.
if (esttol. gt. 1. 8 8 9568e-4 )s=9/esttol** .2
if (hfaild) s=aminI( a,1.)
h=sign(amaxl(ssabs(h),hmin),h)

if(output)goto 300
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if(iflag.gt.0,goto 100

if lagz-2
return

300 t~tout%
iflag=2%
return

end

subroutine fehl(f,neqn,y,t,h,yp,fl ,f2,f3,f4,f5,s)
integer neqn
real y(neqn) ,t,h,yp(neqn) ,fl(neqn) ,f2(neqn) ,f3(neqn),

& f4(neqn),f5(neqn),s(neqn)
real ch
integer k

chh/4.
do 221 k~1,neqn

221 f5(k)zy(k)+ch*yp(k)
call f(t+ch,f5,fl)

ch=3.*h/32.
do 222 k~1,neqn

222 f5(k)=y~k)+ch*(yp(k)+3.*fl(k) )
call f(t+3.*h/8.,f5,f2)

ch~h/2197.
do 223 k1l,neqn

223 f5(k)=y(k)+ch*(1932.*yp(k)+(7296.f2(k)..72oo.*fl(k) ))
call f(t+12.*h/13. ,f5,f3)

ch~h/4 104.
do 224 k1l,neqn

224 f5(k)=y(k)+ch*((8341.*yp(k)-845.*f3(k) )+(29440.*f2(k)
& -32832.*fl(k)))

call f(t+h,f5,f4)

ch~h/20520.
do 225 k~1,neqn

225 fl(k)=y(k)+ch*( (-6080.*yp(k)+(9295.*f3(k)
& -5643.*f4(k) ))+(41040.*fl(k)-28352.*f2(k))

call f(t+h/2.,fl,f5)

chzh/76 18050.
do 230 k~l,neqn 

-
230 s(k)=y(k)+ch*( (902880.$yp(k)+(3855735.*f3(k)

& -1371249.*f4(k) ))+(3953664.*f2(k)+277020.*f5(k))

return
end
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C This function performs a table look-up to determine
c the rate coefficient at a given energy, en, and for a
c given process, p

cp process

c 1 B'11+0
c 2 B111
c 3 DI 1
C 4 D'1io
c 5 E-F'1g V
c 6 a 3 J+
c 7 b3 J+
c 8 C31U
c 9 h2ion
c 10 h2hn2
c 11 h2hn3
c 12 drec
c 13 hion
c 14 vOvi
c 15 h2rec
c 16 hrec
c 17 vib-wall deex
c 18 att
c 19 (not used)
c 20 mt
c 21 mneut
o 22 edet
c 23 hdet
c 24 adet
o 25 (not used)
c 26 pdiss
c 27 V-T relax
C

real function rate(p,en)
real en,on(27) ,th(27),rates(27,561,2) ,y(6) ,temp,

& length,tail(8)
integer p,n
character*7 file(27)
common/onoff/on, file
common/freq/th ,rates, tail
common/recom/y, temp, length

if( (on(p) .eq.0. ).or. (en le.0. ))then
rate=0.
return

endi f

if( (p.eq. 21) .or. (p.eq. 23) .or. (p.eq. 24) )then
rate=rates(p, 1,2)
return
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endif

if( (p. eq. 15) .or. (p-eq. 16) )then
if(en.gt.l1.e7)then

rate=0.
iselse -

rate=8.75e-27/en**(4.5)*y(l)

ife.7 )he

return
endif

if(pe.i..1)then
rate=1.566sr~ep2)lnt
return

endif 
Ie

if(n.e. 10.)then

~4 endif

if(en. l10. )then

endif

if(en.le. 100.)then
nzint(en/.5+1.5)

goto 1
endi f

iatenraes p, 561,2
reun~ite/511

& (raotespn12-rtspn 2 1+ae~pn2

endi

c Tisesubroutin)e luae h efc fwl
nAn>e/+315

ifnmq.61n.6
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c collisions on the average energy of the source by
c modifying the Thomson distribution by a survival
c probability. It also calculates the source strength. .

c

subroutine thomson(ens,volt,so)
real ens,volt,tol,integral(3) ,tl(200) ,a3(200) ,h(200),

& fa(200) ,fc(200) ,fb(200) ,s(200) ,l(200) ,fd,fe,sl,
& s2,v(8),so,eps,epspl

c
c eps is machine epsilon, or the limit of machine accuracy.
c It is calculated to be used as a minimum allowed error
c tolerance.

toli .e-2
eps=1.

10 eps=.5*eps
epspl=eps+1.
if(epspl.gt.1.)goto 10
eps= 20. *eps

do 100 j=1,3

integral (j )=0.

do 1 i=1,200-
tl( i )=0.4. a3(i)0O.
h(i)=0.
fa( i )0.
fc( i )0.
fb( i)O. r

1(i) =0.
continue

fd=0.
fe0O.
sl0O.
s2=0.
do 2 i=1,8

2 v(i)=0.

a3( i )=0.
h( i)volt/2.
fa( i)ft(0. ,j)
fc( i)=ft(h( i ),j)
fb( i)=ft(volt,j)
s(i)=h(i)*(fa(i)+4.*fc(i)+fb(i))/3.
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3 if(i.le.0)goto 100

if(tl(i).lt.eps)tl(i)=eps

to fdft(a3(i)+h(i)/2.,j)

slh~i)(a(i)+.*fdi)fc.i))6
sl:h(i)*(fc(i)+4.*fe+fb(i))/6.
v( 1=(i)(ci+.f~bi)6
v(2)fa3(i)
v(2)=fc(i)
v(4)=fb( j)

v( 5)=h( i)
v(6 )=tl( i)
v(7)=s(i)
v(8)=1( i)

if(abs(sI~s2-v(7)).lt.v(6))then i

integral(j)=integral(j )+sl+s2
else

if(v(8) .ge.200)then
write(6,*)'Integration failed in Thomson'
stop

else
i=1+1

fa( i )v(3)
fc(i )fe
fb( i ) v(4)

s(i)=s2
1(1 )-v(8)+1.

a3( i ) v( 1)
fa( i )v(2)
fc( i ) fd
fb( i ) v(3)

h( i)=h(i-1)

e( j)i s

end if

goto 3

100 continue

ensintegral( 1)/integral(2)
so~integral(2)/integral(3)
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return
end

C

c This function is the integrand used in the routine thomson

real function ft(e,j) V

real e,p~x

if(j.eq.3)then
ft1 ./(e+15.427)ss2.4.
goto 2

endif

x~fwall(e)
yfcoll(e)
if(x.eq.O. )then

else
p=1.-x/(X+Y) j

endif

ftp/(e+15. 427)**2. I

if(j.eq. 1)ft=ft~e

2 return
end

C

C This subroutine outputs various pieces of information
c at the end of the run in order to better understand
c what is going on in the discharge.
C

subroutine endout(y)
real y(6),telec,r(27),cp,cn,pin,pout,th(27),ens,so,no,

& nh,ml,m2,rates(27,561,2) ,telec,relectron,tail(8),
& distrib,area,vol,vp,volt,curr,ftail(0: 100)

common so,no,nh
common/ener/ens,ml ,m2
common/freq/th,rates, tail 4
common/geom/area,vol ,vp
common/power/volt,curr 

-

common/dist/ftai 1

telec=2. *y(5)/3.
write( 20, 1)y(1) ,y(2j ,y( 3) ,y( 4) ,y(6) ,telec

1 format(//20x,'SUMMARY'//'Electron density =',1pelO.3/
& 'H- density =',lpelO.3/
& 'H2+ density =',lpelO.3/
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& 'H1+ density 'leO3
& 'H2(v) density ='lpe1O.3/

& 'Electron Temperature =',Opf6.3)
write(20,13)y(2)/y(1)I,13 forrnat(/'N-/Ne ratio = ',1pe1O.3)
write( 20, 12 )no,nh,so, ens

12 format(/'H2 density =',lpelO.3/
& 'H density =',lpelO.3/
& 'Source strength = ',lpelO.3/
& 'Average energy of source =',Opf6.3)

c Charged particle balance

cp~y( 3)+y84r
cn~y( 1)+y(2)
write(20,2)cp,cn

2 format(//'CHARGED PARTICLE BALANCE'!
& 'Total POSITIVE charge density = ',1pelO.3/
& 'Total NEGATIVE charge density =',lpelO.31)

c Rate coefficients

write(20, 4)
4 format(//'RATE COEFFICIENTS IN STEADY STATE')

do 3 i=1,27
3 r(i)=rate(i,y(5))

write(20,9)'Dissociative Recombination =',r(12)
Swrite(20,9)'Vibration = 1,r(14)

write(20,9)'Recombination - H2 'r(15)
write(20,9)'Recombination - H = ',r(16)
write(20,9) 'Dissociative Attachment =',r(18)
write(20,9)'Momentum Transfer = ',r(20)
write(20,9)'Mutual Neutralization = 1,r(21)
write(20,9)'Detachment by e = ',r(22)
write(20,9)'Detachment by H = ',r(23)
write(20,9)'Associative Detachment = ',r(24)
write(20,9)'Polarized Dissociation = ',r(26)
write(20,9)'%V-T relaxation = 1,r(27)
relectron=( tajiC1) +tail(2 )+tail( 3) +tail( 4)

& +tajl(5)+tail(6)+tail(7)+tail(8) )/-( 1)
write(20,9)'Total electronic - tail f'relectron 7
relectron=r(l)+r(2)+r(3)+r(4)+r(5)+r(6)+r(7 )+r(8)

& +r (10 ) +r (11)
write(20,9)'Total electronic -MB =',relectron

9 format(a,lpelO.3)

C Power balance

writeC 20,5)
5 format(//POWER PARTITION')

pout0O.
pinens*so/y(1)

X=0.

do 6 i=1,8
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6 x~x+r(i)*th(i)
X(x+r( 10) *th( 10 )+r~ll) *th( 11) ) no

write(20,10)'e-beam power input ',pina10 format(a,lpelO.3)
write(20,11)'power into electronic ,Xx/pin*100
pout~pout+x
xnoth( 14)*r( 14)
write(20,11)'power into vibrational =',x,x/pin*100
pout=pout+x
xy(3)*y(5)*r( 12)
write(20,11)'power into diss rec = ',x,x/pin*100
poutpout+x
xno*th(9)*r(9)
write(20,11)'power into H2 ionization =',X,X/pin*100
pout=pout+x
x=nh*th( 13) *r( 13)
write(20,11)'power into H ionization =',x,x/pin*100
pout=pout+x
xy(3) *y( 5) *r( 15)
write(20,11)'power into recombination =',x,x/pin*100
poutpout+x
xy(4)*y(5)*r( 16)
write(20,11)'power into recomb of H =',X,X/pin*100
pout=pout+x
xy(6)*y(5)*r( 18) 

-

write(20,11)'power into diss att = ',x,x/pin*100
poutpout+x
x=2. *mIlm2%y(S)*no*r(20)
write(20,11)'power into momentum trans =',x,x/pin*100
pout=pout+x
x=Y(2) *y( 5) *r( 22)
write(20,11)'power into detach by e ',Xx/pin*100
pout=pout+x
xy(2)*nh/y(1)*y(5)*r(23)
write(20,11)'power into detach by H ',x,x/pin*100
pout=pout+x
xy(2)*nh/y(1)*y(5)*r(24)
write(20,11)'power into assoc det -',x,x/pin*100

poutzpout+x
11 format(a,1pelO.3,2x,Opf7.2, '%')

write( 2O,8)pin,pout
8 format(/'Total power input =',lpelO.3/

& 'Total power output =',lpelO.3)

c
c this section of code outputs the EEDF into the file
c dist.out in the correct format to be used by 'graph'

open(unit=15,file='dist.out',status='new')
write(15,*) 'Electron distribution'
write( 15,*) 'Energy'
write(15,*)' (eV)'

we.. ~M write( 15,*) 'ftot(e) 7
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write( 15,*) 'cm-3eV-1'
write( 15,' (i3) 1)101
write(15,*)0. 1100.
write(15,*)0.,2.*y(1)
do 20 i=0,100
en=float( i)
distrib=sqrt(4/3.14159)sy(l)/telec**(3./2.)

& Sexp(-en/telec)
distrib~distrib+ftail (i)

21 write(15,*)en,dist
20 continue

return
end
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